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UCT has been collecting data on high failure courses for some time but the project has been energized by the DVC's attention to longer completion times and exclusion // the performance between black and white students
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Memtion EA for FYERequires a new modus operandi for CHEDNot least of all in our we budget – this project does not sit in anyone one’s department’s budget -- 



Why this matters? 

‘Killer’ 
High risk

CIGs 
Gateway 

High stakes 
for students 

Affect A LOT 
of students 

Affect multi-
dept/faculties

Foundational
‘ways of thinking’

Affect success rates
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If we can reduce the failure rate of these courses and improve the overall success – 1000’s of students each year would be affected!




Aim of CIG project:
T

The aim of this project is to address the problem of high 
failure rate with a particular focus on the experience of 
black students in selected high risk/impact courses.

Develop a deeper understanding:

 For whom is the curriculum working? 

 Why and why not? 

 What do we do about it? 




Project Outcomes

 Pilot learning analytics for VULA

 Pilot use NBT sub-domain analysis for diagnostics

 Inform ‘early assessment’ 

 Inform academic advising 

 Sites to explore pedagogical implications of ‘open’ textbooks 

 Reduce failure rates

 Reduce gap in performance between black and white students



 CIG Design & Methodology

Current
Student 

engagement & 
performance

Current & past 
Student experience

Historical 
performance 

inc. NBT
(2015-2017)
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3 parts work-in-progress -- more substantive report will include interviews/focus groups with students



1 M Matrics

250,000
Math writers

6727 NSC Maths 7 
(.65%)

1586 NSC 
Maths 8 
(.15%)

70% 
MAM1000W 

NSC 7/8

WHO 
are our students?
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1) Who are our students?2) And how are they doing? 



MAM1000W

MAM1005H

MAM1006H

Existing 
Curriculum 

Structure
Mainstream & 

Extended 
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Particular structure that we have had in one form or the other for some time... premised on a bi-modal distribution.... but much has changed when this structure was first implemented and we need to understand that change
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For whom is this course working ?Red/green33% -- 41% -- 33%Actual numbers  -- cohort of 1500 -- 680 -- 582 Understand the risk profiles



MAM1000W
Group At Risk Sub-Groups Trend F p

Significant 
diff 

between 
sub-groups?

Demographic Black
White perform better than all other SA groups; Unknown 
perform better than Black 16.04292 0.000000 Yes

Gender None Male mean higher 0.769199 0.380605 No

Home Language Group Other SA 
English and Other language speakers perform better than 
all others 13.78672 0.000000 Yes

Home Faculty Humanities
Commerce outperform Science and Humanities; Science 
Outperform Humanities 20.22196 0.000000 Yes

ENHN Performance Symbols 04, 05 and 06 Linear upward trend between symbol 05 and 08 30.78455 0.000000 Yes

ENFN Performance Symbols 04, 05 and 06 Symbol 07 outperform all others 2.418678 0.049292 No

MTHN Performance Symbols 05, 06 and 07 Exponential upward trend between symbols 05 and 08 140.9595 0.000000 Yes

NSC Symbol Symbols 04, 05 and 06 Exponential upward trend between symbols 05 and 08 65.21875 0.000000 Yes

AL Performance Basic, Intermediate Lower, Intermediate Upper Proficient outperform all others 13.4743 0.000000 Yes

QL Performance Basic, Intermediate Lower, Intermediate Upper Proficient outperform all others 22.89675 0.000000 Yes

NBT MAT Performance Basic, Intermediate Lower, Intermediate Upper Proficient outperform all others 56.4561 0.000000 Yes

AL Quartile Performance Q1 and Q2 Upward linear increase between Q1 and Q4 19.92011 0.000000 Yes

QL Quartile Performance Q1 and Q2 Upward exponential increase between Q1 and Q4 32.0665 0.000000 Yes

NBT MAT Quartile Performance Q1, Q2 and Q3 Upward exponential increase between Q1 and Q4 76.41774 0.000000 Yes

AQL Quartile Performance Q1 and Q2 Upward exponential increase between Q1 and Q4 33.34333 0.000000 Yes

AQL MAT Performance Q1, Q2 and Q3 Upward exponential increase between Q1 and Q4 48.75906 0.000000 Yes

NBT

NSCNSC

Demographic

NBT
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16 dif variables the red means that with respect to each one of these variables (except gender) there is a significant difference between those who pass/failwe select the variable with strongest F (Maths) but note only proficient for AL are passing 




Aggregate Mean 
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In the analysis conducted for the full cohorts of the MAM 1000W course, four of the five MAT subdomains – namely “Functions and Graphs”, “Trigonometric Functions and Graphs”, “Algebraic Processing”, and “Geometric Reasoning” had the highest relative importance. This is followed by the QL subdomains and the fifth MAT subdomain. Given the content of this course, this is not a surprising result. The AL subdomains do not play such a big role as predictors in this case.�
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The MAT subdomains are of lesser importance in terms of their predictive potential for this group. It is worth noting that “Cohesion” and “Communicative function”, two AL subdomains, had a higher relative importance than all of the MAT subdomains and almost all of the QL subdomains. This may indicate that issues in performance in these areas may have a greater impact on their performance in the MAM1000W course than would be expected.�




Who is the course for? (1000W/10005H)




WHO 
actually
takes 
MAM1000
W? 




The case of MAM1008S




Emerging Argument for MAM suite

 Three high failure rate courses -- all of who are CIGs

 Risk profiles point to a trimodal distribution

 The current MAM1000W is best serving the ‘at least risk’ group (90% and 
more for NSC Maths) 

 The extended degree model is not working -- it is best serving the ‘middle 
risk’ group (aggregate 7 and above -- or 80% and above)

 Risk profile of ‘most risk’: The sub-domain analysis of 3 MAM courses point 
to various language sub-domain as contributing most significantly to 
student

 Approximately 40%  from 2015-2017 go on to MAM2000 from MAM1000W. 



• What level of Maths
preparedness does the 
course expect?

Level

• What is the purpose of the 
Maths? Maths for what?*  Purpose

• What curriculum structure 
can provide greatest 
flexibility? 

Flexibility

Curriculum 
Principles
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Need a graphic that can show how one pathway may take longer but it can still get to the same end  * the MAM1008S story 
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